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lattice phonons, for \\lhich y' s range ' from 2 ' to 3. The volume dependences of 

the ' liIJratiorlal mode is represented ' by the follO\vip,g values of the ,microscopic 

Grtineisen constant, Y 6: 1. 30 ± 0.17 (NH
4 

Cl V); 0.29 ± 0.06 (NH4 Cl IV); 

0.72 ± 0.09 (NH
4

Br II); and 0.46 ± 0.08 (NH~Br ~). The y. 's for the 
, ~ 

internal modes are listed in Table I. They are even smaller than the ' Y6's 

and are independent of the phase; in l\'H.
4

Br', for example, y 1 is neg':l tive, and the' 

ot,h~rs , 'are: ' Y2' +0, '022; Y
3

, ' -0.036; and Y
4

' -0.044(TO) , -0.065 (LO). 
. " , 

Appro~ima tely the same 'va lues Here obtained for -the Y its of NH4 Cl; ' thus, the 

behavior of the internal m~des is ~ery similar in both halides. Al~hough 

GrUneisen constants are a common measure of anharmonicity, for these haI'ides, 
, , 

the ratio of the \V<lvenumb er change to the change of the nitrogen-halogen 

distance may be a more meaningful quantity for the internal modes;. values of 

these ratios (Ai = dIn Vi/din d
N

- X) ~lso are given in Table I. 

There is no detailed study of the potential or the force constants involved 

in the ammoq.ium halides with which these observations may be quantitaUyely 

,.interpreted. HO\vever, some qualitativ~ understanding of the frequency shifts ' 
/ 

/ , ' 

an~ /the Y
i 

s can be obtained from available analyses of parts of the problem 

artd general concepts of the eXJ:'ected change in 'the potential '-lith interatomic 
, r ., 

di'stance. It should 1?e remembered that force cons'tants depend on ' the second 

'.derivative,· while the Gruneisen con:stants d.epend on the third derivative, of ' 

the potential Hith interatomic distance,. Generally, the repulsive term makes 

the • dominant contribution ~o the force cOIistant and is even more important for 

the Y its. Thus, the \-lavenumbers of vibrational bands usually increase \-lith a 

decrease f I ' h' 1 d t 't' ' ,54 o vo ume, ,., lC 1 correspon s 0 POSl lve y. S. 
1 

The present results, especially the negative Gruneisen constant for the 

synmletric hydrogen stretching mode (VI) in NH
4
Br, cannot be explained in terms 

of the dominance of repulsive interaction. It is necessary to consider contri-
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